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Video games are trained as entertainment mediums and the technology will continue to mature. Learn how your favorite video game consoles work and see what's on the game horizon. There are tons of great games and experiences available on Samsung Gear VR. Finding a great game in the Oculus Store can be a pain, however, and
that's why we're here for you. We have collected the best of the best and given you the details of each one. Dreadhalls If you're a fan of horror games, then Dreadhalls should be right in your alley. You wake up in a dimly lit dungeon without weapons and nothing but a small lantern that helps to illuminate the room. You have to find your
way out of the dungeon, with nothing but your mind, to escape the monster lurking in the halls. Dreadhalls is an atmospheric horror game where you jump at every corner. The dungeon is generated procedurally, so you will never see the exact same layout twice. Best of all, it's super affordable, at just 4.99 dollars for the whole game.
Watch Oculus Eve: Gunjack When it comes to shooting pirates in space, you never have to look further than Eve: Gunjack. Your only task in this game is to shoot everything that moves, and it makes things funny and challenging. There are many levels to keep you busy and it's pretty easy to fall for hours at a time. Eve: Gunjack is a fast,
space shooting, arcade game that will keep you on the edge of the road. You can now pack it in the Oculus Store for 4.99 USD for 4.99 USD. Watch Oculus Keep talking and no one explodes One of the best parts about VR, is able to share it with friends. Here's what's talking about it and no one is exploding. A person wears a Gear VR
and it is equipped with a bomb. To disarm it, they need instructions from their friends who have the manual to defuse bombs. The game creates some hilarious challenges, and the bomb is generated procedurally, so you don't diffuse the same every time. You can now pack it in the Oculus Store for .99 USD. Watch at Oculus Smash Hit
Smash Hit is a fantastically fun game that has a real goal to smash absolutely everything in its way. The game will automatically drive you around the world, and you will start with a single ball that can be fed on the glass panes. It starts pretty easy, but you will soon move faster, and required to hit more and more panels to unlock the next
area. This is a game that is easy to pick up, and lots of fun to play. It's beautiful, and also includes a soundtrack that can easily drag you into the game. One of the Perks is that you can pack it in the Oculus Store for as little as .99 dollars. Watch Oculus VR Karts: Just because you're playing in VR doesn't mean you have to play yourself.
VR Karts: Sprint brings an incredibly fun kart racing game to Gear VR and lets you fight back or human opponents. There are several different game modes, a variety of tracks and power-ups that you can record to throw other racers off the track. It's a really fun game, and it brings a genre to VR that many players will love to remember.
Whether you're driving against AI or trying to put your friends in the dust, kart racing games are a great way to blow off steam. It's a hiccup around a deal at just .99 usd. Watch Oculus CoLab When it comes to puzzle games in VR, they seem to be everywhere lately. CoLab takes a different approach and delivers a game in which you're a
participant on the world's first VR game show. You'll have to think your way through trials that involve juggling, solving physical puzzles, and more as they are tracked and told by the show's robot host. CoLab is a really fun puzzle-based game that easily attracts you and lets you run away whenever you're ready. With a high dose of humor
and lots of mind bending puzzles to keep you busy, it is a great addition to any gamer library. You can check it in the Oculus Store for just 4.99 dollars See at Oculus Wrath of Loki If you have kept the hope of a Hidden Object game with an interesting story, then you can just be lucky. Wrath of Loki combines hidden object aspects with
environment-based puzzles, all beautifully painted. Between soundtrack, history and mechanics, it's very easy to get drawn in. While the gameplay itself is fun and sometimes hard to find, the real star of the show here is the denial. Everything is hand-painted and the colors will grab you by the eyes as the music puts you in the mood to
stop Loki before he manages to wreak havoc around the world. It's available in the Oculus Store for as little as $1.99. Watch at Oculus Minecraft Gear VR Minecraft is one of the most popular games of all time, and it's also on Gear VR. You will be able to build almost anything you can dream of, meet dreaded enemies in the wild and enjoy
the vast world from a completely new perspective. All the great elements of Minecraft, namely craft, are here for you to play and enjoy. Minecraft Gear VR adds an immersive layer to a game that has already stolen the hearts of millions. With a super affordable price tag, there are hours and hours of exploration and crafting just wait for you
to dive in. It's now available in the Oculus Store for $6.99 See Oculus Smashing the Battle Have fought for a good hack and slash adventure that combines huge mechs, wrenches for weapons and murderous robots, then is the Battle may just be the game you've been waiting for. This hack and slash adventure game lets you choose
between two different female characters, both armored and ready to mow through the robots that have gone rogues. Smashing the Battle is a lot of fun. With different different Styles for each of the characters, you can find the gameplay that best suits you. There are also many powerups that you can record during each stage, which will
help you in different ways. With a smooth comic inspired ending, and with a goal heavy environment, this game will easily eat hours of your time in fun and addictive gameplay. Best of all, it's available for 9.99 dollars. See Oculus Dark Days Gear VR makes it easy for you to experience new and terrifying experiences with just a few
moments. Dark Days takes on a creepy atmosphere that has the best of genre favorites like the X-Files and Twin Peaks, while you're the first person to play all the action in this rundown motel. Between an atmosphere where your skin will crawl, something that follows you, and many puzzles that keep you busy, this game should be on
your list to try it safely. Dark Days is essentially an escape from the space game, but there's much more going on. You have to solve puzzles, interact with the others at motel smack in the middle of the desert and try to survive what Beastie crawls around in the dark if you want to survive the evening in one piece. It's available for .99 USD.
See at Oculus Anshar Wars 2 If you love space travel but want first-person experience, Anshar Wars 2 will make you feel at home. It is a free space fighter where you control the direction of your ship with the head and fire with a motion controller. If you are using this setup, you should have free space as you will probably get up from your
seat. If you want to use a controller, there is also an option to do so. A recent update of Anshar Wars 2 also brought multiplayer support so you can play online or just fight against the AI in a multiplayer style setting. The game is available for 9.99 USD. See Oculus What's your favorite? With so many excellent games on Gear VR, it can
only be a bit annoying to find the ones you really want to play. The games we've talked about here are some of the best of the best, but they're certainly not the only great games. Have we talked about your favorite games? Is there an excellent supplement that we should look at? Be sure to leave us a comment about it below! You have
been using your computer for years. Since the beginning of the Internet, you have been surfing with only 28.8 K. You even have a second phone line because you wait so long for pages to load that you're afraid you'll miss important calls. Now you hear about this amazing high-speed dial-up technology, but what are the chances of using
it? You would have to Update your entire computer, or at least your modem, right? No. No, you don't. Most ISPs that offer a high-speed option need a remarkably slim computer, often with a processor requirement of less than 200 MHz. Better yet, they will be copacetic with your current modem as long as it is at least 28.8K (but you'll be
much happier with a 56K modem). How can that be? The simple truth is that the technology is not hardware-dependent at all. Caching occurs in both your browser's hard drive cache and the ISP's server. compression takes place in the software. All the tricks and stunts that use the high-speed services are behind the scenes, completely
transparent for you and indeed for your modem. Thus, the same squeaky little pile of green plastic and circuits can cope with the gyrations of faster surfing. This does not mean that you do not want to update your modem. If you do not already have a modem, you can consider upgrading to a V.92 modem from your 28.8K or V.90 (56K)
modem. For the uninitiated, V.92 is still a 56K technology – it's not faster. What it offers are a few features that, if supported by your ISP of their choice, can be very attractive. The most enticing is the modem-on-hold, which allows incoming phone calls to interrupt your web surfing session without disconnecting it. You can answer the call,
talk for a few minutes, hang up and continue surfing as if you had a second phone line. V.92 modems also connect faster and offer different features compared to previous technologies. PC players don't necessarily have to roll into handheld gear such as joysticks, drive wheels and gamepads, of which the last pc players mock. Sure,
they're good for flying sims, driving games or sports games, but any self-respecting PC player can do it – and very well, thank you – with a five-part network of goodies, with links to some options they should consider. A powerful system. The core of the computer gaming experience lies in what is in the case, and it must be top shelf
hardware to really saturate a graphics-loving gamer. Expect a player to care most about the CPU (it has to be fast), memory (more is better, to some extent), the sound card (which should be compatible with all the latest 3D audio standards) and, of course, the graphics card (duh). A modded system is also nice to have for transporting to
LAN parties to impress other players. A killer keyboard. Gamers play with two peripherals: the keyboard and the mouse. The keyboard must be full size, preferably without this stupid ergonomic split in the middle (it makes it harder to reach different keys). The buttons should be full-stroke keys with positive tactile feedback. If it lights up,
that's a bonus. An amazing mouse. The primary gaming component in each PC input system is the mouse, and such as Razer and Logitech offer especially for gamers with their goods. More buttons don't necessarily mean a better mouse, but comfort, gentle action and, above all, responsiveness. A stunning display. Gamers dig into their
games to be pulled whether they play competitively or just enjoy a single player level or two. Larger displays are display of higher resolutions, which means that players can inflate the graphics to higher levels. Not all gamers dig LCD displays, which sometimes prefer motion blur and which prefer a certain resolution; a large, crisp CRT
monitor. Super speaker. Audio is part of the game, and gamers need both a decent set of multi-channel speakers as well when they play after the baby has gone to bed or they often LAN parties, a nice set of hi-fi headphones. Headphones.
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